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‘eGrip’ Ergonomic Hand Grip Sets
Many motorcycle riders experience hand and forearm discomfort resulting from tightly 
gripping the throttle over long periods of time. Using the ‘eGrip,’ the rider can control 
the throttle by pulling on the front rib of the grip and/or pushing on the rear rib. This 
allows the rider to open his or her fingers while still controlling throttle pressure. The 
shape of the ‘eGrip’ gives the rider’s hand a flatter top surface to rest against. This 
relieves Ulnar neuropathy (numbness of the fourth and fifth fingers). Fits all models 
73-Up (except 08-Up Touring and models with air reservoirs in the handlebars) Sold in 
pairs.
666051 Chrome hand grip set
666050 Rubber hand grip set
12889 Throttle pipe for dual cable
12880 Throttle pipe for single cable
Note: Requires throttle tube (not included).

Soft Touch Grip Set
Soft neoprene foam absorbs vibration and stops finger 
‘tingles’. Capped with chrome-plated ends. Fit all mod-
els from 73-Up (except 08-Up Touring models and mod-
els with handlebar air reservoirs).
12941 Sold in sets
12901 Replacement foam covers (pair)

Chrome & Rubber ‘Gladiator’ Billet 
Grips
These chrome and rubber billet grips are a perfect 
match to our billet controls part #610460 & 610461. 
They will fit all models from 73-Up (except 08-Up 
Touring models & models with air reservoirs in the 
handlebars). 
610465 Sold as a pair

Chrome and Ribbed Grip Set
The rubber inner sleeve has longitudinal ribs which protrude through the slotted hous-
ings of the grips.
12900 Fit all models from 73-Up (except 08-Up Touring models and models with handle-

bar air reservoirs)
604939 Fit all Touring models from 08-Up with throttle by wire

Chrome Rubber Grips for 96-Up Controls
Left hand grip has a groove to integrate with the 
Original Equipment left switch control. Large grips with 
slotted chrome sleeve and chrome end caps. Fit all mod-
els from 96-Up including 08-Up Touring models.
27114 Fits 96-Up (except 08-Up Touring models), Sold 

in sets (replaces OEM 56236-96)
610751 Fits all 08-14 Touring models with Throttle-by-

Wire 


